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[57] ABSTRACT

An o^cal information storage system has a multi-recorxling

layer record carrier and a scanner device for the earner. The

scannerproduces a radiation beam which is compensated for

spherical aberration for a single height of the scanning spot

with the stack of layers. The height of the stack is deter-

mined by the maximum spherical aberration permissible for

the systenL The number of layers in the stack is determined

by the minimum distance between layers, which depends on

the crosstalk in the error signals due to currently unscanned

layers.

14 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets
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MULTI-LAYER INFORMATION STORAGE
SYSTEM WITH IMPROVED ABERRATION

CORRECTION

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED
APKJCAnONS

This application is a contiiiuation-iD-part of co-pending

appKcation Sen No. 07/674,493 filed Mar. 25, 1991 by

Antonius H. M. Holtslag for MEIHOD OF AND APPA-
RATUS FOR OmCALLY WRITING, READING AND
ERASING A MUm-PLANE RECORD CARRIER, AND
RECORD CARRIER SUITABLE FOR SAID METHOD
AND APPARATUS, assigned to the assignee of the instant

application.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

1. Field of the Invention

The invention relates to a method of optically wdting and

subsequent reading and/or erasing information in a record-

ing plane of an optical record carrier having at least two
recording planes and a guide plane. A guide beam focused

to a spot (guide focus) in the guide plane is used during

writing, and at least one write beam focused to a writing spot

(write focus) in the recording planes, the guide focus and the

write focus being formed by one objective system and the

guide focus being held in the guide plane by means of a

focus error signal generated by the guide beam.

A multi-layer record carrier comprises a stack of infor-

mation layers sepamted from one anodier by spacer layers,

in which each information layer may comprise information.

Hie large information storage c^adty of such a record

carrier increases its convenience of use compared to single-

layer record carriers and reduces the price of the medium per

unit of infcffmation. Each infcnnation layer can be scanned

independently of the o&er information layers by means of a

radiation beam Dependent on the type of record carrier,

information can be written into an information layer during

scanning and/or information already written can be read or

erased. The information layers in a stack can be scanned by
means of a radiation beam which is incident from one side

on the record carrier. For scanning the separate infc^mation

layers, the height, or axial position, of the scanning spot

formed by the radiation beam is varied. The inf(^mation

contents of the record carrier may be further increased by
implementing the reccard carrier as a two-sided record car-

rier. Then a stack of information layers is present at both

sides of the record carrier, and each stack can be scanned

firom a different side of the rcccffd carrier. A stack of

information layers may be provided on a substrate which
should be transparent if the stack is scanned through the

substrate.

2. Description of the Prior Art

A method of the type mentioned in the cpening paragr^h
is described in Japanese Patent Application 63-234418. In

accordance with this method an objective system converges

a guide beam to a guide focus on a guide plane in a record

earner.A focus servosystem controls the objective system in

such a way that the guide focus remains in the guide plane

in spite of possible excursions of the record carrier. A read

or write beam, or generally a scanning beam, is focused by
the objective system on a recording plane to be written or

read, which plane is parallel to the guide plane. For this

purpose the read/write focus of a read/write beam formed by
the objective system must be displaceable with respect to the

guide focus in the longitudinal direction, Le. in the direction

of the optical axis. Starting firom a reference position of the
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scanning focus, which reference position is equal to the

desired position of the guide focus, this is realised by
displacing the radiation source supplying ttie scanning beam
along the optical axis over disa-ete distances whidi match

5 the distances between the recording planes.

To be able to use the known method with a so-called

passive longitudinal adjustment of the scanning focus, the

different reoH-ding planes of the record carrier must be very

accurately parallel to flie guide plane within the foois depth
10 of the objective system, because otherwise the scanning

focus is not always located in a recording plane to be
scanned. A multilayer record carrier having such a high

degree of parallelism of the layers is difficult to manufacture

and is consequently expensive. Moreover, during writing,

15 the scanning focus should accurately follow a given track in

a reccH'ding plane to be scanned, while during reading the

scanning focus should accurately follow the written infor-

mation tracks. Japanese Patent Application 63-23441^ does

not reveal how this so-called transversal positioning of the

20 scanning focus must be realised.

An information storage system of the type described in

the opening paragraph is known from European Patent

Application no. 0 5 17 49 1 , in which a device is described for

reading information layers in a multi-layer record carrier.

The device is provided with an adjustable spherical aberra-

tion compensator for compensating the spherical aberration

incurred by the radiation beam of the device when it passes

through the material of the record carrier. Since the infor-

mation layers are located at different heights in the record

carrier, the device employs a specific setting of (he com-
pensator for each information layer. A drawback of this

known information storage system is that there should be a

separate compensation for each information layer. A com-
pensator which can realise this is complicated and relatively

expensive. The relatively low cost of the record carrier per

unit of information is thus counteracted by a relatively

expensive scanning device.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENHON
40

An object of the invention is to provide a method and
apparatus of the type described in the opening paragraph in

which a record carrierwhich can easily be manufactured can

be used and in which the transversal positioning problem is

45 also solved.

Another object of the invention to provide an information

storage system having a relatively low price and at the same
time a high information density.

50 The Method

In accordance with a first aspect of (he invention the

method is characterized in that during writing the transversal

position of the write focus in a recording plane is coupled to

the transversal position of flie guide focus, the latter position

being controlled by a tracking error signal obtained firom the

cooperation between the guide beam and the guide plane,

and in that

during reading and/or erasing:

60 a) a read focus formed by a read beam is held in the

scanned recording plane by means of a focus error

signal obtained from the cooperation between the read

beam and the scanned recording plane,

b) the focusing means introduce such a fixed, stack-

65 associated spherical aberration in the radiation beam
that this aberration conq^ensates the spherical aberra-

tion incurred by the radiation beam when it is focused
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at approximately half the height of the stack of infor- specific infoimatioQ storage system may be expressed in

mation layers, and terms of the Strehl intensity. The Strehl intensity is the

c) the transversal position of the read focus is controlled normalized maximum intensity of tiie radiation distribution

by a tracking error signal obtained from the cooperation of the scanning spoL If there are no aberrations, the Strehl

between the read beam and the scanned recording 5 intensity is 1, and for large aberrations the Strehl intensity

plane. 8*^^ towards 0. If the maximally admissible decrease of the

The invention is based on the recognition that the trans- ^^^^ intensity due to spherical aberration is given by r, the

versal position of the write focus can be controlled by ^^^J"^
the range depends on r and the maximum thickness

coupling this position to that of the guide focus by means of ^^ij.^
Preferably depends also on r.

guide i^orm^on in only one plaie of the record carrier lO 7^%^,^"^ ?f '^^^^ ^^^^"^^^^

whenwritingallrecordinglayers^andthat the read focus can
^^"^ ^d defined by the equation

be controlled independently of the guide focus when reading _
written recording layers. F^irther, a stack of information 2d= ^'^^^ ^

—

layers can be scanned by a satisfactorily corrected scanning ^) ^^^^^

spoU while using a single, constant and suitably chosen 15

spherical aberration compensation. Since the spherical aber- in whidi n is the refiractive index of the spacer layers, X is

ration is not conqjensated anymore for each information the vacuum wavelength of the radiation beam and NA is the

layer individually as in the known system, the focusing numericalapertureof the focusing means. If the information

means can be noade simpler, reducing the cost of the layers have such a thickness that the beam is also noticeably

scanning device. Hie spherical aboxation incurred by a 20 influenced by the refiractive index of the information layers,

focused radiation beam as a function of the thickness of the the parameter n should be a weighted average of the refrac-

material through which the beam passes appears to be tive indices of the spacer layers and the information layers

sufficiently small for a reasonably large range of thicknesses, instead of the refiractive index of the spacer layers. If the

which range is located symmetrically around the thiclmess refiractive indices of the spacer layers and/or those of the

for which the radiation beam is well con^nsated. By 25 information layers are different, the parameter n should be a

conqjensating the radiation beam in such a way that the weighted average of these different refractive indices,

scanning spot is substantially &ee from spherical aberration If the information layers are scanned through a transpar-

at approximately half the height of the stack, it is possible to ent substrate, the spherical aberration caused in this substrate

scan information layers located within said range at both should also be compensated for in the focusing means,

sides of this half height with a sufficiently low spherical 30 Generally^ the substrate has small thickness variations

aberration. This provides the possibility of scanning a stack within a certain thickness tolerance. If the spherical aberra-

of information layers by means of a scanning t>eam which is tion due to a substrate having a nominal thickness is com-
compensated once for spherical aberration.Adevice suitable pensated for, the thickness variations give rise to uncom-
for scaiming a record carrier having a single stack then only pensated spherical aberration in the radiation beam. This

needs a single, fixed spherical aberration compensation. 35 extra spherical abenration takes up a part of the above-

Since this compensation can be built into a component mentioned maximally admissible spherical aberration of the

which is already present in the device, for exan^)le an information storage system, so that the admissible spherical

objective lens of the focusing means, the construction of the aberration incurred in the stack is reduced. An informaiion

device can be simplified considerably. storage system in which scanning Enough a substrate is

It is to be noted that the abstract of the Japanese Patent 40 realised and in which the extra spherical aberration is taken

Application no. 60-202 545 describes an information storage into account is characterized in that the thickness ofthe stack

system in which the scanning spot of a radiation beam can is smaller than 2d minus the thickness tolerance of the

be varied in height so as to focus on one of the information substrate.

layers, located at different heigjits, of a record carrier: The guide focus is held on a track in the guide plane by
However, this publication does not describe the problems 45 a tracking servo. During writing, when there are still no

which are caused by spherical aberration due to the different tracks in the recording plane, the write focus is coupled to

heights of the information layers and consequently does not the guide focus as regards the transversal position, Le. the

indicate how this aberration should be compensated fox; position in a direction perpendicular to the optical axis as

Since the spherical aberration due to the traversed mate- well as to the tracks. During reading the guide focus is held

rial thickness of the record carrier is dependent on the 50 on the written tracks by means of an active control in the

refractive index of the material and on the numerical aper- transversal direction. The read focus is then also actively

ture of tiie radiation beam, the size of the above-mentioned focused on the recording plane to be read,

range of sufficientiy small spherical aberration will also It is to be noted that Japanese Patent Application

depend on these parameters. Since the heig^ht of the outer- 63-298836 describes a method using a guide beam and a

most information layers should be within this range for a 55 write beam. However, each of these beams is focused by a

correct scanning, the maximum thickness of the stack is separate objective system so that the coupling between the

preferably a function of the refiractive index of the material two beams cannot be realised with sufficient accuracy,

of the stack and of the numerical aperture of die focusing Moreover, the latter Patent Application does not describe the

means, writing and reading ofrecord carriers having various record-

The- size of the range of sufficientiy small spherical 60 ing planes,

aberration within which information layers can stiU be If the method according to the invention is further char-

scanned with a sufficient quality is determined by the acterized in that the read beam used during reading or

admissible deterioration of the quality of the scanning spot, erasing is constituted by the guide beam, it can be inq)le-

as detCTiined by the scanning device. The deterioration mented with a small number of means and the apparatus for

leads to a less satisfactory detection of electric signals 65 performing the method can be simplified,

derived from the radiation coming from the record carrier. For writing a recording plane in a record carrier in which

The deterioration which is maximally admissible for a the recording planes are constituted by surfaces of separate
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recording layers which are s^arated by spacer layers, the record carrier is characterized in that the apparatus corn-
method is jH-eferahly characterized in that flie write focus is prises a coupling of the control of the longitudinal position
held in the recording plane by means of a focus error signal of the write focus to the first servosystem. In an unlaminated
which is obtained from the cooperation of the write beam record carrier a recordmg plane is not formed until the
with the scanned recording plane. The write beam will then 5 information is written. Prior to writing, the recording plane
remain satisfactorily focused on the recording plane, even if is not present so that a write focus cannot be adjusted. Fox
the guide plane and the recording plane are not parallel this reason the longitudinal position of the write focus must
witfiin a focus depth. be coupled to the guide focus during writing.

For writing a recording plane in an unlaminated record An embodiment of the apparatus according to the inven-
camer the method is preferably characterized in that the lo tion may be further characterized in that the fliird and a
longitudinal position of die write focus is guided by the fourth servosystem determine the longitudinal and transver-
longitudinal position of the guide focus, the distance sal positions, respectively, of the read focus. Reading and
between the two positions being determined by the ordinal writing can &en be effected by means of the same radiation
number of the recording plane to be written. Use of this beam. In this case the apparatus requires only four servo-
method leads to a record carrier in which one or more is systems for the guide, write and read beams,
recording planes are formed. Apreferred embodiment of the apparatus according to the

The Apparatus invention is characterized in that the jQrst and second ser-

A second aspect of the invention relates to an apparatus
vosystems determine the longitudinal and transversal

for perfconing the method, which apparatus comprises at
P^sitions,respectively,of the read focus. The same radiation

least one radiation source for supplying a guide beam and at
*^^ "^^^ ^ ^^"'^ and as a read beam,

least one write beam, an objective system for focusing the
apparatus then only requires three seryosystems.

guide beam to a guide focus as well as for focusing the write ^ ^^^^ separate the different radiation beams in the

beam to a write focus, and a first servosystem for longitu- apparatus in order to detect them separately, the beams may
dinally positioning the guide focus in die guide plane. Such 25 ^ different wavelength, a different state of polarization

an apparatus is known from the afore-mentioned Japanese ^ different spatial direction, or a combination thereof.

Patent Application 62-68207. The drawback of this appara- If die detection systems for the guide beam and read or

ms is that the read/write beam does not have any indepen- write beam on the one hand and the radiation sources on the

dent servosystems for longitudinally and transversely posi- other hand are located at different sides of the record carrier,

tioning the readAvrite focus. the advantage is obtained that the power of a radiation beam

Another object of the invention is to provide an apparatus be detected is independent of the ordinal numb^ of the

which does not have these drawbacks. This apparatus is scanned recording layer.

characterized in that it comprises a second servosystem for When using multiple recording plane record carriers, it is

transversely positioning the guide focus in die guide plane, necessary to detect a recording plane having a desired

a coupling of die control of the transversal position of the 35 ordinal number. When writing and reading a nuiltilayer

write focus to the second servosystem, a read tracking record carrier it is not sufSdent for the scanning beam, or

servosystem and a read focus servosystem for transversely write/read beam, to be exactty focused on a recording plane,

and longitudinally positioning, respectively, a read focus but it is at least as important that the correct, ie. selected

formed by a read beam, said servosystems using a tracking plane is focused. An apparatus providing this possibility is

error signal and a focus error signal, respectively, generated 40 characterized by a recording plane selector which comprises

by means of the read beam. Spherical aberration is corrected aplane discrinunator connected to the output ofa focus error

as described below. detection system of the scaiming beam, a counter connected

The second servosystem holds the guide beam on the to said discriminator and a comparison circuit for comparing

tracks in the guide plane. During writing the transversal the counter contents with the ordinal number of a recording

position of the write focus is coupled to that of the guide 45 plane to be scanned.

focus because there is no tracking information in an unwrit- The plane selection method used in this apparatus differs

ten recording plane. During reading the read focus must be considerably from and is more reliable than diat described in

held on the tracks in the recording plane by its own tracking Japanese Patent Application 62-68207, which works with
servosystem. A coupling of the transversal position of the fixed longitudinal distances between the scanning focus and
read focus to that of the guide focus as used during writing 50 the guide focus.

cannot be used during reading because the transvffsal posi- The presence of die focus servosystem for the read focus
tioning of die write focus witii respect to die guide focus is a previously mentioned aspect of die invention. The signal

during writing cannotbe reproduced widi sufficient accuracy supplied by the focus error detection system conqirises
during reading. Fcr similar reasons the read beam must have information about the presence of a recording plane on or
its own focus servosystem. To this end an embodiment ofdie 35 near the scanning focus. When the scanning focus is moved
apparatus acceding to die invention fcs writing a record through the reccarding planes, the plane discriminator can
carrier in which the recording planes are constituted by derive a pulse from the above-mentioned signal at any
surfaces of separate recording layers which are separated by instant when a recording plane passes through the scanning
^acer layers is characterized in that the apparatus comprises focus. With reference to these pulses and the direction of
a third servosystem for longitudinally positioning the write eo movement of die scanning focus the counter determines the
focus in a recording plane, using a focus error signal which ordinal number of the recording plane passing the scanning
is supplied by the write beam. By virtue of the third focus. In this way it is possible to focus the scanning beam
servosystem die write focus remains in the recording plane, on any desired layer. The plane selection mediod according
independent of the parallelism ofthe recording plane and the to the invention is ^plicable to all ^paratuses for writing,
guide plane. 65 reading or erasing multilayer optical record carriers which
A fiirtiier embodiment of the apparatus according to the actively focus on the different recording planes in the record

invention for writing a recording plane in an urdaminated carrier:

11/21/2003, EAST version: 1.4.1
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The second aspect of the invention includes provision for approximately equal to twice the diameter of said radiation

correction of optical aberrations in the scanning beam for the spot It is pos sible to use a detection system with a relatively

different longitudinal positions of the scanning focus in the large radiation-sensitive surface while meeting the above
record carrier. The thickness of the record carrier traversed dimensional requirement by arranging a diaphragm in the

by the scanning beam, from the outside sutface to the 5 xadiation beam, restricting the extent of the area of the
scanning focus, is dependent on the ordinal number of the radiation- sensitive surface on which radiation is incident
recording plane to be scanned. This variable thickness -j^^ reduction of the crosstalk between the focus error
introduces a variable quantity of spherical aberration in the

signals makes it possible to reduce the minimum distance
scanning beam, which sph^ical aberration detrimentally between the information layas.
influences the sh^ of the scanning focus. In the case of /-^„^„ii„ « fr^r coa««;«« ^^n^rA f^^^^c ic «tv^
thickness variatiorofmorethanapFOximatelylOOMinthe

Gener^y, a device for scanmng record cam^

scamiing beam must be correct^ so as to mainudn a
vided ^wth a trackmg servosy^^^ scanning

satiS^t uaUtv of the scannin focus To th^nd an
radiation beam to follow information layer tracks

Lar^TLTcco^ce wirthirJpeTof the invenUon'i^ ^ f'^^I^'^^l ""^"^f.
^"""^ ^ '^.T

^Lcterized in that the apparatus includes at least one
system also be Muenced by crossl^ due to cu^^^^

uidrdwcii^ ill liioi uicapiAuaiu^ ^^^"tucs, oi icost uuo
^5 uQgcanned information layers situated proximate to the

spheaca^aberrauoncorrectorfora^ ^
sphencal abermtion m the scanmngbeam^e magnitude of

^^^.^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^ system preferably
the correction being dependent on the refiractive index and , . . t j-**,- *
^. ^. . , 1 ^ *u ^ • • *u has a dimension rangmg between 1 and 3 times the diameter
the ttackness of the matmal of the reconl earner the ^^^^ spot on the tracking detection system when
optical path of the scanning beam benveen the objective ^ ^^^^^ ^ '^^^

. . , . ^ » w • J- » wi integration in a storage system according to the first and
sphencal aberration collector having an adjustable correc- . , »i. • \i

, . • 1 » • . 1 i-j. c r second aspect or the mvennon.
Hon is a transparent plate com{»ising a plurality of areas of

different thicknesses, each time one of said areas being „ Some types of the device are provided with dividing

present in the path of the scanning beam. Plane-parallel located in the optical path between the radiatton

plates of. for example, glass or plastics material can easily source and the focusing means for generating two servo-

be used to correct the spherical aberration for any recording beams and one main beam firom the radiation beam, the two

plane to be scanned servobeams being used for generating a tracking error

It is to be noted that U.S. Pat No. 3,999,009 also 30
"P>al. According to the invention, crosstalk of tracking

describes an apparatus for scanning a multilayer rec6id
«ror sipak can be reduced in such a deA«« by cho^^^

carrier, which apparatus has a transparent plate which can be P<»*«
"f

the mam beam to be smaUff flian six times, and

introduced into toe scamiing beam. IHis plate is intended to
Pf«*«aWy * times ttie powerm each ofthe servobeams. The

move the scanning focus longitudinally, with the objective ""'P'taUc app^ to be causwl by parasitic radiation of the

system being stationary. In contrast to the plate according to 35
*>^/^^^^ "y an mformauon laya whi(^.s n« to

the invention, the known plate does not correct toe spherical ^ scanned currently and « mcidoDt on toe servodetection

aberration, but aggravates it A furtoer difference between ^ according to the mvention toe amount

toe two plates is toat toe known plate should become toicker
of radiation m toe SMVobeams is larger toan toe amount o^

tomovetoescamiingfocusawayfromtoeobjectivesystem, ParasiUc radiation of toe mam team at toe location of toe

and toat toe plate according to toe invention should become « "0»ati??-«nsitove detertors of toe trackmg detection sys-

jjjjjjjjgj

r o w
tem. This reduces toe influence of toe parasittc radiation and

The 'spherical abemition corrector may te generally used
'^''^ *«*y "^"^^ *

in an £^paratus for scanning multilayer record carriers, not

only in an apparatus using a guide beam and a scanning ^j^^ Record Carrier
beam, but also in an apparatus without a guide beam. 45

The invention also relates to a device for scanning infor-
method and apparatus according to the invention

mation layers of an optical record carrier, which device is
provide the possibility of using a record carrier which cannot

provided with a radiation source, focusing means for selec- ^ written in a weU-defined manna: but also be read

tively focusing a radiation beam &om the radiation source satisfactorily. This record earner is charactoized m that tiie

on separate information layers, and a focus servosystem so record carrier has a recording layer of sudi a thickness that

conmrising a focus detection system having a radiation- ^ Jffovided with different recording planes which can

sensitive surface. Currently unscanned information layers ^ scanned separately. Such a tiiick recording layer can be

yield a relatively large defocused, parasitic radiation spot on ^ ^^^^ ^ recording layers and

the radiation-sensitive surface. To minimize tiie crosstalk mteimediate layars. The recording planes are not formed

due to this parasitic spot on the focus cnoT signal, the 55 "^^^ recording layer is written,

radiation-sensitive surface should be small. On the other A preferred embodiment of the record carrier is charac^

hand, the radiation-sensitive surface should have a certain terized in that the guide plane has an inscribable layer. The

minimum dimension to enable it to generate a satisfactory number of recording planes in the recording layer is

focus error signal. According to the invention, the device is extended by one by providing the guide plane with a

therefore charactoized in that the radiation-sensitive surface 60 sensitive layer.

has a largest dimension ranging between 1.5 and 3 times the A further prefared embodiment of the record carrier is

diameter of the radiation spot formed on the radiation- characterized in that the guide plane comprises non-erasable

sensitive surface when the radiation beam is optimally information which has been prerecorded during the produc-

focused on the information layer to be scanned. The above- tion of the record carrier. The non-erasable information

mentioned 8 Mm peak-to^peak distance of the S curve can be 65 enhances the facilities of use of the record carrier and

realised with such a focus detection system. The maximum provides, for example, the possibility of distributing stan-

dimension of the radiation-sensitive surface is preferably dard data or programs. The non-erasable iniformation can be

11/21/2003, EAST version: 1.4.1
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laid down in the guide plane simultaneously with the track-

ing infonnation by means of a stamping process, as 34/^x^7
described in, for exanqde GB Patent Application 2,036,410. ^^

(n^~i)(NAy

The infoimation in the recordiiig planes is preferably
^

coded in accordance with a self-clocldiig recording code, ^ which n is the refractive index of the spacer layers, k is

Since the recordmg planes do not comprise any synchroniz- ^® vacuum wavelength of the focused radiation beam, NA
ing marks provided during jH-oduction, the clock for decod- *^ numerical aperture of the focused radiation beam and

ing the signal which has been read from the written infor- ^ ^.05. The numerical ^erture of a beam is equal to the

mation in the recording planes, must be generated by the lo
^^le of the beam in vacuo. Such a

apparatus itself from said signaL ^^ ^^^^^^ ^ relatively cheap scanning

device, thereby reducing the cost of the information storage

Still another aspect of the invention is related to rendering system,

the information contents of a record carder as large as A system in which stringent requirements are imposed on
possible by maximizing the number of infonnation layers. the quality of the scanning spot requires a record carrier in

However, the number of informatioD layers fitting in a stack whidi the height of the stack is smaller than has been

is limited by &e maximum Sickness of the stack on the one indicated in the previous paragraph. According to the

hand and by tfie required minimal mutual distance of the invention, such a record carrier is characterized in that the

information layers on the other hand. The minimum mutual value of r is 0.01.

distance is determined by crosstalk of the infonnation

layers, ie. the quaUty of signals generated from radiation ^ BRIEF DESCRimON OF THE DRAWING
coming from a layer to be scanned is detrimentaUy influ- pjQ ^^^^^ ^ embodiment of a plane selector,
enced by ra(tiation coming from other iafomation layers.

If, shows an embodiment of a first apparatus accord-
The extent of mfluencc is dependent on the type of signal. ^ invention
The minimum distance between information layers for an ^ no,
acceptable crosstalk between the information signals of tiie

2a,2bmd2c show embodiments ofarecord earner

di£fcrent layen is known from European Patent Application ^^^^g separate recording layers,

no. 0 605 924 which is herein incorporated by reference. FIG- 3 shows a record carrier having an unlaminated

Notably, servo-ccror signal crosstalk gives rise to additional recording volume for use in the apparatus,

requirements for the minimum distance. In a focus FIGS. 4a and 4h show embodiments of a longitudinal

sen^osystcm, with which the device keeps the scanning spot shifter,

on the infonnation layer to be scanned, the sh^e of the pjQs 4^ ^nd 4d show wnbodimcnts of a transversal
S-curve, i.e. the response curve of the focus servosystera as shifter
afonctionofthedistancebetweenthes^^^

HG. 5 shows a part of an embodiment of tiie apparatus for
mfoimation layer IS influenced by a neighbounng mfonna-

transmission,
tion layer. The S-curve genially has a positive and a ^ uaui>mtDaiuu,

negative extreme, whUe the zero crossing in between is the ^ ^hows a simplified optical infonnation storage

point towards whidi the servosystem controls the position of system according to the invention, compnsmg a record

the scanning spot In accoixiance witii the invention, the
^^^irier and a scanning device;

thickness of each spacer laya- in the stack ranges between HG. 7 shows the detection systems for the device of FIG.

1.5 and 4 times the refractive index of the spacer layer ^ 6'»

multiplied by the peak-to-peak distance ofthe S-curve of the FIG. 8 shows the position of three spots on an information

focus servosystem. A thickness below said range gives rise layer,

to a large crosstalk, whereas a thickness above said range FIG. 9 shows the focus error signal as a function of the

gives an unnecessary decrease of information density of the axial displacement of the scanning spot, and
record carrier. The height is fffeferably approximately twice pjQ^ 10 shows a record carrier scanned through a sub-
the refractive index of the spacer layer multiplied by the

strate.

peak-to-peak distance. The Tnininmim height of a spacer

layer is approximately 18 n pm for a focus servosystem with DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
a peak-to-peak distance of 12 jun. A special focus servosys- EMBODIMEOT
tern derigned fe scanning multi-laya record ca^^^

FIG. U shows a part of an optical record carrier 1 in a
peak-to-peak dist^ce of 8 |iin, so lhat the wmimm thick- ^^^^^^ carrier has a reflecting surface
ness of the spacer lay« is 12 n jm. Although fte features of

a guide plane 2 provided with guide tradJ 3 which
the second aspect of the invention can be advantageously „^ pe^endicuJto the plane of the dewing. TTiese guide
implemented m an infoiniatxon storage system wiB. the

,racte io^provided in the guide plane during the manufac-
^peaflc correcuon of the sphencal aberration accmding to ^ the xecord carrier may consist of, for example,
tocfirst aspectofthe mventaon. the apphcaUonis not hnuted g^^^ ^ series of pits hi the guide plane.

^* The record carrier also comprises various recording planes

The invention further relates to an optical record carrier 4 one of which is shown in the drawing, intended for

having a plurality of information layers at different heights 60 recording (user) data. The guide tracks of the guide plane are

in the record carrier, which information layers are separated not copied in the recording planes,

by spacer layers, which record carrier is suitaWe to be read The apparatus fOT writing and reading infonnation, for

by means of a focused radiation t>eam employing a fixed example, data in this record carrier uses two radiation

spherical aberration compensation. According to the beams, a guide beam 5 and a scanning beam 6. The guide

invention, the record carder is characterized in that the 65 beam 5 is shown in the drawing by means of solid lines and
distance between the highest and lowest information layer is the scanning beam 6 is shown by means of broken lines. In

smaller than a value 2d defined by parts of the optical path where the two beams may coincide.
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the solid line and the broken line are shown juxtaposed, just

to indicate that tho-e are two beanas.

The guide beam is generated by a radiation source 5*

arranged in the focus of a lens 5" and passes to an objective

system 10 via a mirror 9. This system focuses the guide

beam on the guide plane 2 of the record canier. In order to

keep the guide focus 11 of the guide beam in the guide plane

when the record carrier is moving, the longitudinal position

of the focus, i.e. the position along the principal axis of the

beam, must be actively controlled. To this end radiation

reflected by the guide plane and c£q)tured by the objective

system is passed from the guide beam to a first detection

system 13 via a beam-s^arating elenaent 7, fca* example, a

partially transparent mirror, and a lens 13*. Tht output of this

system supplies a focus error signal Sf, ie. a signal which is

representative of the distance between the guide plane and

the plane in which the guide beam is focused by the

objective system The focus error signal controls a linear

motor IS via a switch 30 and a fiist servo amplifier 14, which
motor determines the longitudinal position of the objective

system 10 and hence that of the guide focus 11. The
detection system 13, the amplifier 14, the motor 15 and Ihc

objective system 10 jointly constitute the first servosystem

of the apparatus. This first servosystem ensures that the

guide beam 5 is always exactly focused on the guide plane

2. This is necessaiy to ensure optinaun detection in the guide

information present in this plane so that, inter alia, the guide

focus U always follows a desired track 3 in the guide plane.

This tracking is possible because the detection system 13,

which captures the guide beam radiation reflected by the

guide plane, also supplies a so-caUed tracking error signal

Sr. This signal is representative of the extent to which the

centre of the guide focus coincides with the centre line of a

track to be followed in the guide plane. The signal Sr

controls a pivot-drive member 17 for the pivoted mirror 9

via a servo aiiq)lifier 16. By pivoting this miiror about an

axis perpendicular to the plane of the drawing, the guide

focus can be displaced in^e transversal direction, ie. in a

direction in the guide plane and transverse to the track

direction. The detection system 13, the an^lifier 16 and the

drive member 17 with the mirror 9 constitute a second

servosystem.

The scanning beam is generated by a second radiation

source 18 arranged in the focus of a lens 18'. This beam is

coupled by a reflecting element 19 to a coupling element 8,

for example, a partially transparent mirror or a wavelength-

selective miiror in the path of the guide beam 5. Via the

reflector 9 this beam reaches the objective system 10 which

forms a scanning focus 36. This scanning focus must always

be positioned accurately, both in the longitudinal direction

(parallel to the beam axis) with respect to a recording layer

4 to be scanned, and in the transversal direction in this layer.

As regards the tracking information or, more in general,

the guide infcHination, a record carrier having different

recording layers may in principle be implemented in differ-

ent ways. FIG. 2a shows a record canier having a guide

plane 2 which can be supported by a substrate 40. The guide

plane comprises guide tracks 3 in the form of continuous

grooves or consisting of discrete pits having a depth of the

carder of 60 rim. The recording laya-s 4i to 4„ are preferably

10 to 100 nm thick and are separated by means of spacer

layers 42. If these spacer layers are considerably thinner than

1 pm, the contours of the guide tracks 3, whici in principle

are only provided in the guide plane, will also be present in

the first recording layer 4^, the second recording layer 42,

and so forth, but with a strongly decreasing depth and will

therefore be less suitable for tracking. Said contours are not

present in the higher information layers.

7,903
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Another possibility is to provide each recording layer

separately widi guide information, as is shown in FIG. 2b.

However, for each recording layer a replication process must

be perfOTmed with the aid of a stamp, which renders the

5 manufacture of the record carrier very expensive.

According to the invention use is made of a record carrier

shown in FIG. 2a whose guide plane only is provided with

guide information. When information is being written in a

recording layer, use is made of this guide information which
10 is detected and followed with the guide beam

As already indicated hereinbefore and shown in FIG. \b,

this is realised in that the write beam is coupled into the path

of the guide beam so that the write beam is passed via the

pivotal mirror 9 for guiding in the transversal direction

simultaneously with the guide beam. In principle, the write

focus then follows the same track as the guide focus except

for being offset longitudinally, while the second servosystem

(13, 16, 17, 9) enables the guide focus to follow the guide

tracks 3 very accurately, for example, within 100 nm.

This passive transversal control of the scanning focus is

satisfactorily usable during the writing operation because in

this operation it is only important for the write focus to

follow the same or similar track as the guide focus. It is then

^ unnecessary for the write focus track projected in the guide

plane to coincide exactly with that of the guide focus. This

would be different if a recc^ding plane which has already

been written were read by means of a read focus whose
tranversal position would be coupled to tiiat of the guide

focus in the manner described hereinbefore. In this coupling

the mutual position of the scanning focus and the guide

focus are determined by the mumal position of the two

radiation sources 5* and 18 and by the position of the beam
splitters 7, 8 and 19. If die optical system between the

radiation source and the focus has a magnification factor of,

for example 5, the mutual distance between the radiation

sources should be kept constant within, for example, 500 nm
so as to follow die tracks in the recording plane within 100

nm. Due to mechanical instabilities andthermal effects, such

^ tolerances are very difficult to realise in an apparatus.

If a record carrier is to be written with a first ^paratus and

read with a cocresponding second apparatus, the reading

operation by means of a read beam and a guide beam poses

the additional {s-oblem that the deviation between the posi-

45 tions of the guide focus and the read focus in one apparatus

is different firom that in the other apparatus.

To prevent said stringent tolerance requirements and

problems, the transversal position of the scanning focus is

actively controlled according to the invention during die

50 reading operation by means of read beam radiation reflected

by a scanned recording plane. This radiation follows the path

of the read beam in the reverse direction and is c£^tured by

a detection system 22 via the partially transparent element

19 and a lens 22'. The transversal control of the read focus

55 is performed by a third servosystem comprising the detec-

tion system 22, a first switch 23, a servo amplifier 24 and a

transversal shifter 25. The detection system 22 supplies a

tracking error signal S^ which represents the transversal

distance between the scanning focus and the centre ofa track

60 in a recording plane. When a recording plane 4 is being

written, the switch 23 is open and there is no active control

for the tracking of the scanning focus. During reading the

switch is closed and the tracking error signal S^i is passed

on to the amplifier 24 which in its turn applies the amplified

65 signal to the transversal shifter 25. The shifter is an optical

element whidi can change the direc^on of the scanning

beam.through a small angle. The objective system converts
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fliis change of direction into a change of the transversal tern comprising the detection system 22, a recordlag plane

position of the scanning focus. The tracking control of tiiis selector 26, a servo amplifier 27, a second switch 28 and a
third servosystemmay be superimposed on the control of the longitudinal shifter 20. The recording plane selector 26 in

second servosystem which operates via miaor 9. FIG. la conqoises a plane discriminator 26^ which supplies

However, it is preferable to switch off the second servo- 5 a pulse for each passage of the scanning focus through a

system during reading and to cause the servo anq)lifier 24 to recording plane. Use can then be made of, for example, the

control the mirror 9 instead of the transversal shifter 25. The fooxs error signal which has a zero crossing at each record-

latter is then superfluous. ing plane and guide plane. If the scanning focus scans the

If the recording layers have a thickness of 300 to 500 nm P^^^ *® ^^^^ discriminator

and the spacff layers have a thickness of 0.5 to 1 um, as
^° ^ ^^PP^^ ^ P^^® "P^ P^^^^^ recording

pressed in J^anese Patent AppHcation 63-234 418, there P^^^-^ ^^""^^^2 counts the pulses, while the direction of

is the problem that, if the scanning beam is focused on one
movement of the scanning focus with respect to the record-

of the recording planes, a relatively small radiation spot is ^8 P^^^^ dctomines whether additions subtractions

foimedattheareaof theadjacentrecordingplanesduetotbe
must be earned out The output of counter 26^ is connected

not infinitely smaU depth of focus of the beam. The depth of
toafirstinputof a comparison circuit 263, while the ordinal

foais of a beam having a numerical aperture of 0.52 and a
^^^^ ^^^^ selected recording layer is appHedto a second

wavelength of 0.82 pm is ±1.5 ^m, which means that the "^P"^ "^^^ ^hen the desired recording plane

intensity on the optical axis, at a point 1.5 lun away from the P^^^^^' ^^^^ ^^6"^ ^/i ^ P^"®^ ^
focalpoint,isstillafactorof0.8timesthatinthefocalpoint ^ .^i^ a switch 26^ which is operated by the

When a recording plane is being written, an adjacent plane ^ coinpanson orcmt 263. TTie output signal of this amphfler is

at a distance of 1 wiU also be written, while the adjacent ^PP^^^ longitudinal shifter 20 via a closed switch 28,

planes wiU produce strong interference signals when a
so that «he sinning focus is made to coincide^wi& the

recording plane is being read.
selected recordmg plane. The focus control of this fourth

Tn-- — i-i ij L 1 J 1. J • ^t. J. servosystem is superinmosed on the control of the first
This problem could be solved by rendenng the recording ^, _ 4^ w *: t* • -ui *

lay«. wavelength-sdective and by pladng a separate radia- '"^"^^T" ^f^^ B is now possible to

..•^ .Jf ^- Ci Tn. . actively keep both the guide focus and the scanmng focus in
tion source m the apparatus for each layer. Then a scanmng

oon-ect lane
beam for a given recording plane will not influence other

^

recording planes or will not be influenced. A drawback of Correction of Abenation
this solution is the limited choice of materials for the

3^ When a focused beam passes through a plate of transpar-
reoMTding planes and of radiation sources having different ent material, the plate wiU generate a quantity of sph^ical
wavelengths. This considerably limits the possible number aberration in the beam, propcHtional to the thickness of the
of recording planes in the record carrier. pi^te. The spherical aberration has a detrimental influence on
A better method is to render the thickness of the spacer the quality of the beam focus. The scanning focus 36 can be

layers 42 considerably larger than the depth of focus of the 35 positioned on different layers in the record carrier 1. When
beam. However, this requires a production method which is the scanning focus is longitodinally shifted through the

different from that used for thin layers. Layers up to a record carrier, the thickness of the record carrier material to

thickness of 1 |mi can be made by sputtering or vapour be scanned between the objective system 10 and the scan-

deposition. However, these processes are too time- ning focus 36 wiU change. As a result, the quantity of
consuming for thicker layers. Spin-coating is better for this ^ spherical aberration at the location of the scanning focus
purpose. The current technology does not provide the pos- changes. Apparatuses conq^rising an objective system 10
sibility of maintaining the tiiickness variation of spin-coated having a numerical aperture of 0.52 can generally allow a
layers well within 1 ^m- thickness variation of + or -50 \mi without the scanning

Due to these thickness variations a passive longitudinal focus becoming too bad. In other words, the scanning focus

control of the scanmng focus, as proposed in Japanese Patent 45 has a depth range of 100 }im. If the recording planes have a

Application 63-298836, can no longer be used. In fact, in mutual distance of ^>proximately 15 |m, i.e. several times

this control the scanning focus is longitudinally placed at the depth , of focus of the objective system, only a few
discrete distances from the guide focus, which distances are recording planes can be provided in a thickness of 100 pm.

determined by the ordinal number of the recording layer to If more of such recording planes are to be provided in a

be scanned. In this case the distances between the guide 50 record carrier, the scanning focus will have to shift more
plane 2 and the recording planes 4, and hence the thickness than 100 82 m. Then a corrector will be required to coirect

of the spacer layers 42 are assumed to be very accurately the generated spherical abeiration in the scanning beam. A
constant If the variation of the thickness of the spacer layer correction for every 50 or 100 \mi of longitudinal displace-

is larger than the depth of focus of the scanning beam, the ment of the scanning focus is generally sufficient

scanning focus will not always be located in the recording 55 A sinqde cortector coiiq)rises a plate of glass or synthetic

plane to be scaimed, even if the guide focus is located in the material which can be placed in an uncoUimated part of the

guide plane. scanning beam. The thickness and refractive index of the

According to the present invention this problem is solved plate should be such that the quantity of si^erical aberration

by actively controlling the scanning focus during writing as in the scanning beam required for the correction is gener-

well as during reading. Use is then made again of scanning 60 ated. Hie thickness and refractive index are dependent on

beam radiation reflected by the recording layer to be the vergence of the scanning beam at the area of the plate

scanned, which radiation is captured by the detection system and at the area of the record carrier.

22. This system supplies a focus error signal Syi which A correction for spherical aberration in the apparatus of

comprises information about a deviation between the Ion- FIG. lb can be performed by placing two correctors in the

gitudinal position of the scanning focus and the recording 65 guide beam as well as in the scanning beam.A corrector CI,
plane to be scanned. The active longitudinal control of the for exanq)le, a plate having areas of different thicknesses is

scaiming foois is performed by means of a fourth servosys- arranged in the scanning beam 6 between the radiation
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source 18 and the collimator lens 18'. The scanning beam processing unit 32. As long as the detection system can read

can scan any of these areas by displacing the corrector. If the the data in a recording plane, there is certainly a signal which

thinnest part of the corrector is present in the scaiming beam is strong enough to generate a tracking cnor and focus ciror

and the scanning focus 36 is positioned on the recording signal for the control of the servosystems of the scanning

layer 4 which is farthest ranote from the objedive system 5 beam. A reflection coefficient of a few percent of a recording

10, the scanning focus should be substantially free from plane is found to be sufficient already,

spherical aberration. Hiis should be realised with a special When reading information, a dock signal for correctly

lens design of the objective system. If the scanning focus is decoding the read signal must be generated in the processing

positioned on a recording layer closer to the objective unit 32, Eadi recording plane could be provided with

system, a thicker part of the corrector CI must be positioned 10 synchronization marks from which the clock signal can be

in the scanning beam so as to obtain the desired correction derived. However, if this is done during manufacture, an

of the spherical aberration. If it is necessary to have a expensive stamping or replica from process is required for

minimum aberration at the area of the detection system 22, each recording layer. The record carrier therefore preferably

a second corrector C2, which is con^)arable to correctOT CI, comprises spin-coated layers without any synchronization

should also be aaanged between said detection system and 15 marks starr^)ed into them. In such a record carrier the dock
the lens 22'. The correctors CI and C2 should always signal must be generated from the information written into

generate an equal quantity of spherical aberration in the tjj^ recording planes. It is therefore recommended to write

scanning beam A third corrector C3 between the radiation the data into the recording layer with a self-doddng code,

source 5* and the collimator lens 5" should ensure that, aftex The processing unit itself can then derive the dock signal

passage through the objective system having said spedal 20 from tiie information signal Sn- An exanq)le of such a code

design, the guide beam 5 supplies a scanning focus 11 on the is the (2,7) recording code known from U.S. Pat No.

guide plane 2, which foois is free from abarations. The 3,689,899.

same corrector C4 can be arranged in front of the detection ^ ^^^^^ embodiment of a record carrier which can be used
system 13 for the same reason as the corrector C2 is

apparatus described is shown in HG. 3. The single

arranged in front of the detection system 22. The correctors 25 recording layer 43 has such a fliickness that various reoord-
C3andC4canbeintegratedwiththelens5"andthelensl3', ^^^^ 4 ^^^^ piG 3 ^hows two
respectivdy, by giving these lenses a modified design. The

recording planes. Before writing, the recording plane is stiU

spherical aberration generated by the correctors CI and C3
undefined. Therefore, the scanning focus with which Ae

in the scanning and guide beams causes the beams to fiare ^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^ ^ple^ to the guide
out between the correctors and the objective system. The 30 focus in the transversal direction but also in the longitudinal
detrimental effects can be mitigated by shortening the opti-

direction, which guide focus foUows the tracks in the guide
cal paths of the guide and scanning beams as much as pj^^ During writing the switch 23 is open and the
possible, longitudinal position of the write focus is determined by an

The correctors CI and C2 may alternativdy comprise a adjusting member 21 which is then connected to the longi-

plurality of plates each having a constant tiiickness, one or tudinal shifter 20 via the switch 28, This adjusting member
more of which may be present in the scanning beam. supplies a signal whichmay have a number of discrete levels

An advantageous embodiment of the qjparatus has only eadi corresponding to a given longitudinal position of the

one corrector CS in the longitudinal shifter 20 to be write focus in the recording layer 43 of the record carrier

described, instead of the two correctors CI and C2 arranged shown in FIG. 3. Aft« a given plane 4 of this record carrier

in from of the radiation source 18 and the detection system ^ has been written, it may serve as a plane for the active focus

22. As is shown in FIG. 4a, the construction of the corrector control. The switch 28 is then in a position in which the

C5 can be compared with that of the corrector CI. ou^ut of the servo amplifier 27 is connected to the longi-

A further simplification is obtained if the guide plane 2 in tudinal shifter 20. This control is used when reading a

the record carrier 1 is not the plane located dosest to ttie written layer 4, while switch 23 is dosed,

objective system 10, as is shown in FIG. lb, but if it is the In a further embodiment of the record carrier the guide

farthest remote plane. The correctors C3 and C4 can then be plane can also be provided with a sensitive layer so that this

dispensed with. plane can also be provided with user data, thus increasing

In a special embodiment the scanning appamtus using a the storage c^adty of the record carrier,

guide beam and a scanning beam has only one corrector jq If various users want to have a quantity of data available

which is arranged between the objective lens 10 and the which is the same for all of them (standard data) in addition

record carrier 1. The corrector influences the two beams at to their own specific data, the manufacturer can prerecord

this location. The guide focus is then allowed to recdve a this standard data on the record carrier, preferably in the

certain quantity of spherical aberration from the corrector. guide plane.

This corrector increases the depth range of the scanning 55 ^qj^q aspects of the apparams will be further described,

focus without correction at least by a factor of two. FIGS. 4a, 4b, 4c and 4d show several embodiments of the

In a multilayer plate scanning apparatus without a guide shifters 20 and 25. The longitudinal shifter of FIG. 4a has

beam the aberration correction can also be performed by one tWo lenses 50 and 51 producing an approximately coUimated

adjustable corrector which is arranged between the objective beam 6 from the radiation emitted by the source 18. The
lens and the rec<M:d carrier. 60 vergence of the outgoing beams can be sliglitly changed by

The user data may be written in any form in the apparatus, a small displacement of lens 51 along the optical axis. As a

dependent on the type of sensitive material in the recording result, the focus formed by the objective 10 is displaced in

plane: in the form of magnetic domains, in alloy phase- the longitudinal direction. When using a focus motor, which

varied areas, in crystallisation state-varied areas, etc. The is used in a known CD player for displacing lens 51, the

data in ttie recording planes can be read by means of the 65 scanning focus 36 can be positioned on a different recording

detection system 22 in the reflected scaiming beam, which layer within a few milliseconds. The plate C5 can be

supplies an information signal Sa which is ^plied to a arrangedbctween the lenses 50 and 51 f^ correcting spheri-
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cal abecratioa. Another embodiment of a longitudinal shifter,

known from Japanese Patent Application 63-234418 is

shown in FIG. Ab. The radiation from the source 18 is

fonned to an approximately coUimated beam 6 by a ooUi-

mator lens 52. The source 18 is arranged on a piezoelectric

crystal 53. The laser can be displaced along the optical axis

over a small distance by means of a voltage across the

crystal The vergence of the outgoing beam can therdiy be
varied.

The transversal shifter of FIG. 4c comprises a folding

mirror 54 which is arranged in the scanning l>eam 6. A
rotation of the mirror changes the direction of the beam 6,

which change of direction is converted by the objective into

a transversal shift of the scanning focus 36. The sub-plate 19

can be used as a folding mirror if the radiation source 18 and

the detection plane 22 are interchanged. The direction of the

beam 6 can also be changed by means of an acousto-optical

modulator 55, as is shown in HG. The change of

direction of the outgoing beam 6 is depwident on the control

voltage 56 which is applied to the modulator.

The ^params according to the invention may alterna-

tively be formed without the transversal shifter. Instead of a

separate scanning beam 6, guide beam 5 is then used for

reading the recording planes. During writing the scanning

beam is used together with ttie guide beam, while an active

transversal control of the scanning beam is not necessary.

For a satisfactory operation of the apparatus it is desirable

to calibrate the longitudinal and transversal shifters 20 and

25. When an unlazninated record carrier is being written, the

longitudinal position of the write focus is determined by the

adjusting member 21 and the longitudinal shifter 20. Hie
inevitable variation of parameters in these con^)onents

necessitates a calibration if the components are used in a

non-feedback system. For the purpose of calibration the

guide focus is positioned in the guide plane by means of the

lens 10. Subsequently, the adjusting member 21 is adjusted

in such a way that the write focus is also located in the guide

plane. This can be checked by comparing the information in

the signal of the detector 22 and in the signal S; of the

detector 13. Based on this caUbrated adjustment, the longi-

tudinal position of the write focus can now be dianged in

small steps for writing the different recording planes.

A comparable calibration of the transversal shifter 25 is to

be recommended before writing in a recording plane. This is

particularly desirable if the same recording plane is further

to be written behind a previously written area in this

recording plane. It is most likely that the transversal distance

between the guide focus and the write focus at the start ofthe

second writing action will no longer be the same as at the

end of the previous writing action, which is due to adjust-

ment variations in the apparatus. This presents the risk that

the tracks to be written pass through the last-written tracks

of the previous writing action. This can be avoided by means
of a calibration. To this end the guide focus and the write

focus are positioned in the guide plane, as described here-

inbefore. Subsequently, the transversal shifter 25 is adjusted

by means of an adjusting member (not shown in FIG. 1) so

that the write focus is on the same track as the guide focus.

This can be checked by comparing the information signals

Sf and Sa of the guide beam 5 and the beam 6, respectively.

Subsequently the write focus can be moved to a recording

plane to be written while maintaining the adjustment of the

transversal shifter.

FIG. 5 shows a part of an embodiment of the apparatus in

which the record carrier is read in transmission. The scan-

ning t>eam 6, shown in broken lines in the drawing, now
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scans all layers of the record carrier 1 so that the power of

the beam to be drtected is independent of the recording

plane on which the scanning focus is positioned. A lens 61
focuses the beam which has passed the record carrier on a

5 detector 62> whidi tiien supplies the information signal Sfj.

If the scanning beam 6 as well as the guide beam 5 are

present during reading, a filter 63 is used which passes only

one ofthe beams to the detector 62 so as to avoid disturbance

of the information signal.

Such a separation between the scanning beam and the

guide beam is also necessary elsewhere in ttie apparatus to

ensure that the detection systems 13 and 22 in FIG. 1^ only

receive radiation from the beams 5 and 6, respectively. To
this end two filters 34 and 35 are arranged around beam

j5
splitter 8. The properties of the filters depend on the way of

beam separation. When radiation sources of different wave-

lengths arc used, 34 and 35 will be chromatic filters. When
different states of polarization of beams 5 and 6 are used, 34

and 35 will be polarization filters. Such filters can be

20 satisfactorily combined to a single element with the beam
splitter 8 in die form of a cube on which chromatic filters

have been vapour-deposited or a cube having a polarization-

sensitive splitting plane. If the beams 5 and 6 are given a

slightly different direction, 34 and35 are spatial filters. Such

25 a filter may consist of a telescopic system having a pinhole

in the focal point, or of pinholes for the detec^on systems 13

and 22. Combinations of the above-mentioned three beam-

separating methods are alternatively possible. If the separa-

tion of the beams reflected by the record carrier and the

3Q beams emitted by the radiation sources must be accompa-

nied by a minimal amount ofradiation loss, the beam splitter

8 may be replaced, by a polarizing beam spitter and a X/4

plate.

The detection systems 13 and 22 for generating a focus

35 error signal S^, tracking error signals S^ S^i and infor-

mation signals Sj, Sn are only shown diagrammaticaUy in

FIG. lb. Actually, a focus error detection system may
include an astigmatic element, for example a cylindrical lens

which is arranged in the path of the reflected beam, and the

40 radiation-sensitive detection system may comprise four

detection elements arranged in different quadrants. The
so-called astigmatic focus error detection method as

described in U.S. Pat. No. 4,023,033 is then used. The focus

error signal may altematively be obtained by means of the

45 so-called double Foucault method in which a roof prism is

arranged in the reflected beam and in which four aligned

detection elements are used. The Foucault method is

described in, for example, U.S. Pat No. 4,533,826. Instead

of a prism, it is altematively possible to use a grating as

50 described in U.S. Pat No. 4,665,310.

The system for generating a tracking enror signal may
comprise a grating in the path of the beam for forming three

radiation spots on the record carrier, and three radiation-

sensitive elements for capturing radiation from diese three

55 radiation spots, as described in U.S. Pat. No. 3,876,842.

Another me&od of generating a tracking error signal is the

so-called differential or push-pull method described in U.S.

Pat No. 4,491,940.

The invention has been described with reference to the

60 embodiment of the apparatus as shown in FIG. lb, in which
the scanning beam is successively used as a write beam and
as a read beam. Consequently, the apparatus must have four

servosystems: a focus and tracking servosystem for the

guide beam and a focus and tracking servosystem for the

65 scanning beam. In a preferred embodiment the scanning

beam is used as a write beam only, while the guide beam is

also used as a read beam Since no active tracking control is
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required for the write beam during the writing process, three and Vi6d, as shown in FIO. 7, each quadrant being con-

servosystems may be sufficient in this apparatus: a focus and nected to processing circuit 117. Said information signal

traddng system for the guide beam and a focus servosystem may be derived from the four quadrants by summing the

for the scanning beam In this preferred embodiment it must signals of the quadrants. For a proper detection of the focus

be possible for the guide beam to be adjusted on any desired 5 ®rror» device 110 introduces astigmatism in the radiation

recording plane. To this end the focus servo should include incident on detection system 116, for instance by means of

a recording plane selector 29, identical to the selector 26 beam splitter 113. As a consequence, the shape of the

described hereinbefore, which can be switched on by means radiation spot on detection system 116 changes as function

of switch SO for a reading action. It is also possible to focus of the focus error between shapes 118, 119 and 120 as

the guide beam on the guide plane by means of the recording lO indicated in FIG. 7 for a scanning spot below the informa-

plane selector 29.The switch 30 can then be dispensed with. tion layer, in focus on the information layer and above the

It is of course possible to use various scanning beams, information layer, respectively. Focus error signal S^rnay be

each with their own servosystems, in addition to one guide
signals torn opposite quadrants to

beam in an apparatus. It is then possible to write, read or
^wo sum sig^ and fomung a difference signal of tiie two

erase two or more layers simultaneously in accordance with 15 sum signals. Foc^s otot signal S^^^

the inventive method This increases tiie rate of data trans- ^^^^ ^?^} ^^1 which coinpnsmg s«vo electromcs. The

jjj£ggl^j^
output of curcuit 121 is used to control a hnear motor 122

which can change the axial position of objective lens 114,

Siiiq)lified System thereby influencing the focus error.

FIG. 6 shows a simplified optical infarmation stcH-age 20 Device 110 is also provided with a radial servosystem in

system according to the invention. The system comprises a order to keep scanning spot 115 on a track of an information

multi-layer optical record carrier 101 having a stack 102 of layer. A radial error signal S^ i.e. a signal representing the

three information layers 103, 104 and 105, separated by distance between the centre of scanning spot 115 and the

transparent spacer layers 106 and 107. Each infarmation centre line of a track 108 to be scanned, may be obtained by

layer reflects at least part of radiation incident on it, whereas 25 tiie so-called two-beam method, known from, for example,

layers 103 and 104 transmit at least part of the radiation U.S. Pat No. 3,876,842. To this end device HO is provided

incident on them. Each information layer has parallel tracks with dividing means, for instance a grating 123, positioned

108 which are perpendicular to the plane of the drawing, and in radiation beam 112. The grating splits beam 112 into a

indicated only for information layer 103. InformatioD can be +1", -1" and 0"*-order beam, ie. a first tracking beam 124,

stCH'cd as optically readable areas (not shown in FIG. 6) 30 a second tracking beam 125 and a main beam 126. For the

between or in the tracks 108. The readable areas may sake of clarity only the full paths of the first tracking beam
comprise pits or bumps in the information layer and areas and of the main beam are shown. The two tracking beams

with a reflectivity or a direction of magnetization different and the main beam are focused into three spots on the

from their surroundings. The system further conqjrises a infonnation layer to be scanned by the objective system 114,

device 110 for scanning die inforraation layers. The device 35 i.e. information layer 103 for the situation given in FIG. 6.

coirqnises a radiation source 111, for example, a diode laser, The shift in FIG. 6 between the position of flrst tracking

generating a radiation beam 112. A beam splitter 113, for beam 124 and main beam 126 at the location of objective

example a partially transparent mirror, sends the beam lens 114 has been exaggerated for the sake of clarity. FIG.

towards focusing means 114, for instance an objective lens, 8 shows the positions of the three spots formed on infor-

whichfoaises the beam to a scanning spot US on one of the 40 mation layer 103 for the case where there are no radial

information layers 103, 104 or 105. Part of the radiation tracking errors. The track pitch or track period is equal to q.

reflected by the information layer is transmitted to a detec- Track 127 is the track which the scanning spot must follow

tion system 116 via objective lens 114 andbeam splitter 113. at the moment The first and second tracking beams form

When record carrier 101 is moved with respect to scanning tracking spot 128 and tracking spot 129, respectively. Scan-

spot 115, in the plane of the infcamation layers, the scanning 45 ning spot 15 formed by the main beam 26 is located on track

spot will scan a track on one of the information layers. The 27. If them is no tracking error, as in FIG. 7, the distance

radiation beam reflected by the information layer wiU be between a tracking spot and the centre line of the track 127

modulated by infoimation stored in the infarmation layer, is equal to Xq. The value of Xq depends on the way in which

whidi modulation can be detected by detection system 116. a radial tracking erra* signal is derived from the radiation in

The detection system and an electronic processing circuit 50 the tracking beams. Common values are q/4, q/2 and 3q/4.

117 convert the modulation in an electric information signal As is shown in FIG. 6, the radiation of the two tracking

S/, representing the information read from the record carrier. beams 124 and 125 reflected by the information layer is

Scanning spot 115 may be positioned on a different infox- transmitted to detection systems 130 and 131, respectively,

mation layer by changing the position of the spot along the via objective lens 114 and beam splitter 113. Detection

optical axis of objective lens 114, for instance by changing 55 systems 130 and 131 are connected to processing circuit 117,

the axial position of the objective lens or by changing the which derives radial errcM" signal S^ by subtracting the two

position of all the optical components of the device, i.e the signals from detection systems 130 and 131. Radial error

radiation source, beam splitter, objective lens and detection signal S^ is used as input for a radial servo circuit 132 which

system. comprising servo electronics. The output of circuit 132 is

Device 110 is provided with a focus servosystem in order 60 used to control linear motor 122 which can also change the

to keep scanning spot US properiy focused on an informa- transverse position of objective lens 114, thereby influencing

tion layer duriQg movement of the layer with respect to the the radial error.

spot A focus error signal S^ i.e. a signal representing the In general, the presence of information layers close to the

axial distance between the scanning spot and an information information layer on which the main beam 126 is focused

layer, may be obtained by the so-called astigmatic method, 65 will affect focus error signal S^in the form of crosstalk, as

known from U.S. Pat. No. 4,023,033. To this end dete(Aion will be explained with reference to FIG. 9. This figure shows

system 116 is divided into four quadrants 116a, U6£>, 116c focus error signal Sy as a function of the axial displacement
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z of scanning spot 115. Curve 135 is the so-called S-curve
due to information layer 103, It shows two extrema 136 and
137 and a zcro-aossing 138 between the extrema. When the
scanning spot is at the axial position indicated by zero-

aossing 38, the scanning spot is in the plane of information

layer 103. During scanning of this layer, the focus
servosystem, comprising detection system 116, processing

circuit 117, focus servo circuit 121 and the linear motor 122,

will tiy to keep the scanning spot at zero-crossing 138. At the

same time, neighbouring information layer 4 also generates

a focus error signal with an S-curve 139, causing aosstalk

on S-curve 135. The total focus error signal is the sum of tfie

S-curves of the various information layers. S-curve 139

causes an offset at zero-crossing 138 of S^-curve 135, result-

ing in a zero-crossing of the total focus error signal at a

z-position different from the position of zero-crossing 138.

la the example of the figure, scanning spot 115 will then not

be located at information layer 103, but at a position

intermediate between information layers 103 and 104. The
offset can be avoided by increasing the spacing between
information layers 103 and 104, ie. by increasing the

distance between S-curves 135 and 139. The proximity of

the S-curves also causes asymmetry in the shape of the

curves, which might result in capturing problems of the

focus servosystem For known devices the spacing between
the S-curves must preferably be taken as at least 4 times the

peak-to-peak distance S^ of an S-curve to avoid said offset

and asymmetry. The related minimum distance between the

information layers is 4 n Sp, with n the refractive index of

spacer layer 106 between the two information layers. The
maximum distance is preferably 8 n Sp in order to have a
high information density of the record carrier.

In a special embodiment of the device according to the

invention the minimum distance between the information

layers may be further reduced by reducing the crosstalk of

the focus error signals. The crosstalk is due to radiation from
currently unscanned information planes and incident on
detection system 116, as has been explained in the previous

paragraph. Since the currently unscaimedinfootiation planes

do not lie in the plane of the scanning spot 115, the radiation

from these planes will not be in focus on detection system

116, and therefore form a relatively large radiation spot on
the radiation-sensitive surface of the detection system. The
radiation-sensitive surface of detection system 116 is

bounded by the outer rectangle of element 116 in FIG. 7. In

the special embodiment of the device the size of the

radiation-sensitive surface is made smalla' than in known
devices. The largest dimension of the radiation-sensitive

surface is preferably smaller than 3 times the diameter of the

radiation spot formed on the surface when the radiation

beam is optimally focused on an information layer. Then the

influence of radiation from imscanned infonnation layers is

relatively small, and, consequently, also the crosstalk. Hie
largest dimension of the radiation-sensitive surface is pref-

erMy larger than 1.5 times the diameter of the radiation

spot, because smaller dimensions will cause part of the

radiation in shapes 118 and 120 in FIG. 7 to fall outside the
radiation-sensitive surface, thereby reducing the magnitude
of the focus error signal as well as the value of S^. For
detection system 116 in FIG. 7, this means that the length of

the diagonal of the square radiation-sensitive surface is

preferably in the range between 1^ and 3 times the diameter

of shape 119, A spot diameter of30 pm results in a diagonal

range from 45 to 90 pm with a preferred value of 60 pm.

The effect of the small detection system 116 on the

S-curves is indicated by the broken lines in FIG. 9. The total

width of each S-curve is reduced to less than twice the length
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of Sp, and thereby also the crosstalk of S-curve 139 on
S-curve 135. The minimum distance of information layers

can now be reduced to 1.5 n S^. The maTtimum distance is

preferably 4 n S^ A preferred (Ustance within the range is 2

5 n S^ When the peak-to-peak distance is equal to 12 ^m and
the refractive index of the spacer layers is 1.56, the thickness

of the spacer layer is preferably between 28 \un and 75 \nQ^

with a preferred value of 37 pm. A focus servosystem

specially designed for scaiming multi-layer record carriers

has a peak-m-peak distance of 8 pm. This is achieved by
inaeasing the numerical aperture of the radiation beam
incident on detection system 116 and introducing an appro-

priate mount of astigmatism in this beam. Said 8 pm
peak-to-peak distance and a refractive index of 1.56 give a

preferred thickness range from 19 pm to 50 ^m. A small
^5 foais offset due to crosstalk at the lower end of the ranges

may be compensated by an electronic offset The value of the

electronic offset preferably dq>ends on the thickness of the

spacer layers and the reflectivity of the information layas.

Although the above discussion is based on a focus ser-

20 vosystem according to the astigmatic method, the invention

is not limited to this method. It can be used in each system
comprising a focus servosystem having an S-curve.

Examples of sudi servosystems are disclosed in U.S. Pat
No. 4,533 ,826 using the Foucault or knife-edge m^od and

25 in J^anese Patent Application no. 60-217 535 using the

beam-size method.

The proximity of unscanned information layers close to

the scanning spot also causes aosstalk in the radial error

signal S^ which arises in about the same way as the crosstalk

3Q in the focus ecror signal S^ Radiation of the two traddng-

beams 124, 125 reflected from the currently scaimed infor-

mation layer gives a reasonably small radiation spot on each

of the detection systems 130 and 131. Radiation reflected

from currently unscanned information layers gives a rela-

3j
tively large radiation spot on each detection system. The size

of detection systems 130 and 131 should therefore be

reduced as far as possible. The length of the diagonal of the

radiation-sensitive surface of each of the detection systems

prefaably ranges between 1 and 3 times the diameter of the

^ radiation spot on the surface from a tracking beam optimally

focused on an information layer.

Radiation of main beam 126 reflected off currently

unscanned information layers forms a radiation spot centred

on detection system 116. Dq>ending on the thickness of the

45 spacer layers which determines the size of the spot, radiation

of the spot might fall on detection systems 130 and 131.

Since the intensity of the main beam is generally substan-

tially greater than the intensity of the tracking beams, the

crosstalk ofradiation from the main beam on the radial error

50 signal may be considerable. The crosstalk is reduced accord-

ing to the invention by choosing the power in the main beam
to be smaller than six times the power in each of the tracking

beams. An improved reduction is obtained if the power in

the main beam is smaller than four times the power in each

55 of the tracking beams. The reduced power in ^e main .beam
is suf&cient to write and erase information in most types of

information layers.

The above two measures for reducing crosstalk between
radial error signals are independent of the method used to

60 generate the radial error signal. Examples of methods in

whidi one or both of the above measures can be applied are

the one-beampush-pull method as disclosed in U.S. Pat. No.

4,057,833, the two-beam push-pull method as disclosed in

European Patent Application no. 0 201 603 and the tfaree-

65 beam method as disclosed in U.S. PaL No. 3,376,842.

Sfdierical aberration incurred by main beam 126 in tra-

versing material of record carrier 101 may be compensated
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by introducing spherical aberration of a different sign in tiie

beanL Objective lens 114 may function as compensator by
designing the lens such that it introduces the amount of

spherical abeaation in the beam required for a certain height

of scanning spot 115 in the record carrier. Such an objective

lens is known from the European Patent no. 0 146 178 (U.S.

Pat No. 4,668,056). When the height of the scanning spot

deviates from the height for which the spherical aberration

is compensated, additional, uncorc^ensated spherical aber-

ration is introduced in the main beam. It gives rise to a

reduced quality of scanning spot 115 which can be expressed

by a decrease i of the Strehl intensity of the scanning spot

The additional aberration is an odd function of the height

deviation, resulting in a scanning spot having a different

intensity distribution for an equal positive and negative

height deviation. In spite of these different intensity

distributions, the quality of the information signal S, turns

out to depend on the inverse square value of the aberration.

An equal positive and negative height deviation thus give

about the same reduction in quality of the information

signal. Hence, thare exists a range of thicknesses with only

a small reduction of the quality of the information signal,

which range is located symmetrically around the thickness

for which the radiation beam is compensated The extent of

the range is dctOTnined by the minimum quality of the

information signal as required by the system. The extent can

also be expressed in terms of the maximally permissible

decrease r of the Strehl intensity due to spherical aberration.

In general the designer of a scanning device will have a

tolerance budget for the decrease of the Strehl intensity due

to aU optical aberrations. Part of the budget will be allocated

to a decrease caused by si^erical aberration. This part

determines the extent of said range.

According to the invention stack 102 of information

layers is located within the range of thicknesses with a

permissible reduction of the quality of the information

signaL When the heights of the outermost information layers

of the stack are widiin the range of thicknesses, all infor-

mation layers can be scanned with a well corrected scanning

spot In order to make optimum use of the range, such an

mount of ^hcrical abaration is introduced in the main beam
that the scanning spot is substantially free from spherical

aberration at approximately half the hei^t of the stack. If

the extent of the range, i,e. the maximum thickness of stack

102, is represented by 2d, then

^ 34/|3xM7

(n2-l)(yVA)*

in which n is the refractive index of the spacer layers, X is

the vacuum wavelength of the radiation beam andNA is the

numerical aperture of objective lens 114. If the system has

the following parameter values: XrOZO nm, n=1.56,

NA=0.52 and r=0.05, then 2d=215 jim. Hence, the height of

the stack of infoimation layers of the system can be up to

215 jmL All information layers in the stadc can then be

scanned by the device with a sufficiently corrected scanning

spot If the device has a peak-to-peak distance of the S-curve

of 12 pm with an associated optimum distance of the

information layers of 37 ^un, then the stack can contain five

information layers. It also turns out that the additional

spherical aberration in the radiation beam within the extent

of the range does not influence the focusing properties of the

focus servo system Hence the scanning spot can be focused

properly on any information layer within the range without

taking additional measures.

FIG. 10 shows a record carrier 140 comprising a trans-

parent substrate 141. The substrate has on one side an
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entrance face 142 on which main beam 126 is incident and

on the other side stack 102 conqsrising information layers

103, 104 and 105. The main beam is corrected for the

spherical aberration introduced by a substrate having a

5 nominal thickness and by half the tiiickness of stack 102.

The additional spherical aberration due to thickness varia-

tions of the substrate reduces ^e maximum allowable thick-

ness of the stacks For the above set of parameter values, a

peak-to-peak thickness tolerance of 100 pm of the substrate

and a refractive index of 1.56 of tiie material of the substrate,

the maximum thickness of the stack is given by 215-100=

115 \im. This stack can contain three instead of five infor-

mation layers. Another example of a system accoa-ding to the

invention with a record carrier as shown in FIG. 10, which

system is less tolerant for spherical aberration, has parameter
15 values: Xr=635 mn, n=:1.56, NA=0.52, S==S pm, iM).01 and

a thickness tolerance of the substrate or 40 pm The extent

2d of the range is then equal to 78 \mu and the maximum
thickness of the stack of the record carrier is 78-40=38 jim.

The optimum spacing 2 n S^ of the information layers in the

20 stack is equal to 25 jim. Therefore, the stack can contain two

informaticm layers. To further reduce the crosstalk due to the

proximity of the layers, the spacing may be increased to 38

\im without affecting themaximum amount of information

to be stored in the record carriCT. The information layers of

25 such a record carrier may be scanned by a device with a

single, fixed compensation of the spherical aberration.

The refractive index of one or more spacer layers may be

equal to one, i.e. the spacer is an air layer. As an example,

spacer layer 106 in FIG. 10 may have a refractive index of

30 one. The record carrier 140 then comprises substrate 142

with information layer 103 being a, for instance, embossed

surface of the substrate, and information layers 104 and 105

being two surfaces of a plate constituting spacer layer 107.

The plate and the substrate are kept at the required distance

35 by means of spacer rings, which are not shown in the figure.

From the above formula it is dear that the air spacer does not

contribute to the spherical aberration. Hence, the maximum
thickness of stack 102 is then equal to the sum of the value

of 2d as calculated from the formula using the refractive

40 index of spacer layer 107 and the tiiickness of the spacer

layer 106, reduced by the tolerance on the thickness of the

substrate if necessary.

If the refractive index of the substrate is not equal to that

of the spacer layers, the maximum additional spherical

45 aberration of the substrate must be calculated first and the

resulting reduction of the Strehl intensity must be subtracted

from the maximum allowed reduction due to spherical

aberration. The remaining reduction can then be used to

calculate the maximum thickness of the stack.

50 The record carrier may be provided with several stacks of

information layers. A device for scanning these layers

should be provided with an adjustable spherical aberration

compensator, which compensator requires only one setting

of the compensation for each stack of layers.

55 The feature of scanning a stack of information layers with

a single spherical aberration compensation may be advan-

tageously combined with the feature of the minimum dis-

tance of the information layo^s, thereby providing a high-

density record carrio' and a relatively low cost scaiming

60 device. However, the application is not limited to the com-

bination of the two features. As an example a system using

said first feature and not said second feature scans the record

carrier with two radiation beams. The scanning spot of a first

beam is guided by an information layer, whereas the position

65 of the scanning spot of a second beam is coupled to the first

scanning spot and scans one or more other information

layers. There is no aosstalk between servo error signals, and
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the distance ofthe infonnation layers can be reduced accord-
ingly. The heigjrt of the stack is limited by the spherical

abenation incuned by the second beam according to said

first feature. An example of a system using said second
feature and not said first feature comprises a spherical

abecration con^ensator providing a separate compensation
for each information layer. The minimum distance between
the infonnation layers is determined by the crosstalk on
error signals for focus and/or tracking servo systenos,

whereas there is no requirement on the naaximum height of

the stack of information layers.

What is claimed is:

1. An information storage system comprising an optical

record carrier having a stadc of information layers alternat-

ing with spacer layers,

and a device for scanning the information layers, which
device is provided with a radiation source and focusing

means fear selectively focusing a radiation beam from
the radiation source on the separate information layers,

characterized in that the focusing means introduce such a

fixed, stack-associated spherical aberration in the radia-

tion beam that this aberration compensates the spheri-

cal aberration incurred by the radiation beam when it is

focused at approximately half the height of die stack of

infonnation layers.

2. An infonnation storage system as claimed in claim 1,

characterized in that said stack of information layers has a
height no greater than approximately 100 pm, and said

focusing means comprises an objective system having a
numerical aperture of approximately 0.52.

3. An information storage system as claimed in claim 1,

characterized in that said focusing means comprises a single

corrector plate only, placed in an uncoUimated part of the

radiation beam, for conQ)ensating spherical aberration.

4. An information storage system as claimed in claim 1,

characterized in that the thickness ofthe stack is smalls than
2d which is a function of the refractive index of the matmal
of the stack and of the numerical aperture of the focusing
noeans.

5. An infonnation storage system as claimed in claim 4,
^

diaractexized in that 2d is also a function of the maximally
admissible decrease of the Strehl intensity of the radiation

beam due to spherical abenation.

6. An information storage system comprising an optical

record earner having a stack of infcomation layers alternat-

ing with spacer layers,

and a device for scanning the information layers, which
device is provided with a radiation source and focusing
means for selectively focusing a radiation beam from
the radiation source on the separate infonnation layers,

characterized in that during reading the focusing means
continuously introduces such a fixed, stack-associated

spherical aberration in the radiation beam that this

aberration compensates the spherical aberration
incurred by the radiation beam when it is focused at

approximately half the height of the stack of informa-
tion layers.

7. An information system as claimed in claim 6, charac-
terized in that said stack of information layers has a height

26
no greater than approximately 100 pmy and said focusing

means comprises an objective system having a numerical

aperture of ap^iroximateiy 0.52,

8. An information system as claimed in claim 6, charac-

terized in that said focusing means comprises a single

corrector plate only, placed in an uncollimated part of the

radiation beam, for compensating spherical aberration.

9. An information system as claimed in claim 6> charac-

terized in that the thickness of the stack is smaller than 2d
which is a function of the re&active index of the material of

the stack and of the numerical aperture of the focusing

means.

10. An information system as claimed in claim 9, char-

acterized in that 2d is also a function of the maximally
admissible decrease of the Strehl intensity (rf the radiation

beam due to S|^erical abenation.

11. An information storage system comprising an optical

record carrier having a stack of information layers alternat-

20 ing with spacer layers,

and a device for scatming the infcnnation layers, which
device is provided with a radiation source and focusing

means for selectively focusing a radiation beam firom

the radiation source on the separate information layers,

characterized in that:

the thickness of the stack is smaller than 2d which is a
fiinctiott of the refractive index of the material of die
stack, of the numerical aperture of the focusing

means, and of the maximally admissible decrease of
the Strehl intensity of the radiation beam due to

spherical abenation,

the value 2d is defined by the equation

25

30

35

45

50

55

2J = .
34

(n2-l)(M)*

in which n is the refractive index of the spacer layers,

X is the vacuum wavelength of the radiation beam,
NA is the numerical aperture of the focusing means,
and r is the maximally admissible decrease of the

Strehl intensity due to spherical aberration, and
the focusing means introduces such a fixed, stack-

associated sphoical abenation in the radiation beam
that this aberration compensates the spherical aber-

ration incuned by the radiation beam when it is

foaised at ^^proximately half the height of the stack

of information layers.

12. An information storage system as claimed in claim 11,

in which the record carrier conqnises a transparent substrate

having an entrance face for the radiation beam at one side

and said stack at the other side, characterized in that die

thickness of the stack is smaller than 2d minus the thickness

tolerance of the substrate.

13. An infcrmation storage system as claimed in claim 11,

wherein r is equal to 0.05.

14. An information storage system as daimed in claim 11,

wherein r is equal to 0.01.
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